The Structure of the States of America -- Requested Information and Request for Action

By Anna Von Reitz

This is a response to requests from the High Courts for additional information about the concept of land and soil jurisdiction as it applies to our history and the political units and subdivisions associated with the land and soil of this country, and also to our international functions.

We have, in particular, explained the concept arising from British Land Law (which the Americans inherited) of "soil" defined as the top six inches of the land, and the soil being a unique and separate national jurisdiction, however, existing in tandem with the underlying international jurisdiction of the land.

Law, history, and tradition, as well as local custom, require us to look at land and soil like a layer cake, with the national jurisdiction of the soil being the top layer and the international jurisdiction of the land being the second layer immediately below it.

The soil is where people live and breathe. It is where the nation walks. So, it is the province wherein we touch down to Earth and exercise the Common Law as people. In America, our counties are the political subdivisions associated with the soil jurisdiction, and the counties taken together form larger political units known as Union States.

Thus, the top layer of our "cake", the national soil jurisdiction, is cut into pieces called counties, and groups of contiguous counties joined together form the Union States, which also occupy the soil jurisdiction, only in larger political subdivisions. Now, let's look at the second layer of the "cake"--- the international land jurisdiction just below the top layer of the soil. It, too, is cut into pieces called Counties. These Counties also join together to form larger political units simply called States.

Obviously, this system has some advantages and disadvantages and logical limitations. Land and soil are arbitrary concepts applied to the same basic thing: earth. If you scrape down six inches and remove the soil, you have simply created
a new soil layer. On the other hand, it is a fact that the land jurisdiction, like the sea, is international in nature and forms a complete free-flowing but largely unseen bedrock around the globe, one that includes the seafloor and extends below mountain ranges and which pays no heed to national boundaries.

Thus, in Nature, there are two distinct and different demarcations, with the soil being the "land of the living" and the land itself being a realm of the dead. Not only is the land where we bury our dead, no living man can breathe buried six inches under the soil. This is why the jurisdiction of the land is populated with Lawful Persons, called People, not actual living men and women. And this is why the land jurisdiction States are called "States of the Union" meaning States belonging to or apart from the Union (States).

When the Constitutions refer to "We, the People" they are referring to these Lawful Persons that occupy the international land jurisdiction States, not the people living in the soil jurisdiction Union States.

Picture the familiar outline of America as a layer cake, and all the familiar outlines of the states as pieces of cake having two layers. The top layer would be a Union State called Georgia, and the bottom layer would be a State called Georgia.

When you combine the land and soil, you get one entity called Georgia, existing as two separate jurisdictions, one ruled over by living people, one ruled over by Lawful Persons called People acting as State Citizens.

In 1776 the Founders decided that for their mutual benefit, they needed to join forces and wield certain powers as a group, so they formed an unincorporated Holding Company called the States of America and on the Fourth of July, they issued a very famous document: The Unanimous Declaration of the united States of America.

Notice their "doing business as" name--- "united" is used as an adjective and is not part of the business name, which is simply "States of America". All the States forming the States of America were and are Union States, populated by living people, and defined as free holding estates.

A little bit later, as the difficulties of the War of Independence set in, the same Founding Fathers decided that they needed to do business in additional jurisdictions. So in the fall of 1776, they created two new business structures, the United States and The United States of America.

In the spring of 1781, the States of America made an additional change, and adopted The Articles of Confederation and formed a "confederation" of their own business organizations, called States of States. The States of America is the entity adopting The Articles of Confederation and their union created by the Union States is being perfected (that is completed) by the establishment of the Confederation as an additional chartered instrumentality.
This left us with a Union of Union States occupying the national soil jurisdiction and doing business as the States of America, a Federation of States occupying the international land and sea jurisdictions and doing business as The United States of America, and a Confederation of States of States operating as a business instrumentality of the States of America, and another instrumentality of the States of America doing business as the United States in the global jurisdiction of the air.

That's where things sat going into the Peace Process to end The War of Independence.

The new Union of States doing business as the States of America used the name "United States" to conduct its diplomatic missions and commercial deals in the jurisdiction of the air, and used "The United States of America" to conduct their business in the international jurisdictions of land and sea.

Later, the individual State-of-State members of the Confederation conducted business for the individual Union States, and collectively they could act together to influence market conditions, broker deals of mutual interest, and influence international trade policies of The United States of America.

A decade later, when the Federal Constitutions were adopted by the People of the land jurisdiction States, acting in international jurisdiction, we see the same names and patterns repeated, only now, these named entities are identified as new separate subcontractors: They have split off and various other changes have taken place. There are now two entities called "United States of America" and two entities called "United States".

The three (3) Federal Constitutions are:

The Constitution for the united States of America adopted in 1787 sees the States of America operating a brand new entity, The United States, or what we call the Federal Republic, under authority delegated to it by The United States of America. The Constitution of the United States of America adopted in 1789 sees the British Crown operating a new entity called "the" United States of America, which they operate under authority delegated to them by The United States of America. The Constitution of the United States adopted in 1790 sees the Holy See operating a new European version of "the United States" under authority delegated to it by The United States of America.

Notice that the first Constitution is "for" the States of America to use in its administration of the Federal Republic, doing business as The United States. Note that the second Constitution sets up a mirror-like relationship between the Federation of States known as The United States of America and the British-backed Territorial Government Subcontractor known as "the" United States of America, and the names are very, very similar.

Note that the third Constitution sets up another mirror-like relationship between The United States and "the" United States Municipal Government.
The rationale for this mirroring appears to have been an outgrowth of the delegation of Powers and power-sharing that took place under these constitutional agreements. The United States of America delegated some of its powers in international jurisdiction to the United States of America (British version). The United States (American version) delegated some of its powers in the jurisdiction of the air to the United States (Papist version).

Please also note that all this power-sharing involved the States of America using The United States of America as the actual Delegator. This is because the sovereignty of each nation-state is ultimately held by the living people in the Union States but the only conduit for that power to be shared out and delegated to foreign subcontractors is through the international jurisdiction held by The United States of America.

Because it is important, let's take a brief look at what happened and which of these organizations fought the Mercenary Conflict known as the Civil War.

As we've seen, the States of America formed first, The United States of America (Federation --international land and sea jurisdiction) formed second, the United States (Air Jurisdiction) formed third; some five years later, the States of America formed the Confederation, an organization of State-of-State business organizations.

These American State-of-State organizations operated under names styled like this: The State of California. It was the members of the Confederation, both North and South, that fought the Civil War, together with their Allies --- the British Territorial Subcontractor sided with the North, and the Papist Municipal Subcontractor sided with the South.

Please note that the States of America was only tangentially involved in the Civil War; the Confederation was an instrumentality of the States of America, but it was a free-standing organization in its own right, chartered as such by The Articles of Confederation.

The members of the States of America are the Union States. The members of the Confederation were State-of-State business organizations.

It should be self-evident that both in nature and standing the States of America and its membership is separate from the Confederation and its membership. It should also be apparent that The United States of America, another separate instrumentality of the States of America, which has as its members the Several States, was not involved in the Civil War at all.

From the foregoing, it should also be obvious that as a result of the Civil War, the Confederation is the entity that was rendered inoperable, and its charter, The Articles of Confederation, is the portion of the ordained government that stands vacated. The initial problem occurred when the Southern members departed and left the organization without a quorum to conduct business. The final dissolution
of the Confederation occurred as a result of bankruptcy of its Northern Members in 1863, and ruination of its Southern Members following Lee's Surrender.

The nature of these so-called "Confederate States" as separately chartered business organizations is demonstrated by the fact that Abraham Lincoln bankrupted the Northern Confederation in 1863.

Sovereign states are not eligible for bankruptcy protection and are not subject to bankruptcy proceedings.

The nature of the conflict and the participants is also borne out by the actual Muster Rolls which demonstrate that the men and women who fought the Civil War were enlisted under The State of New York, The State of Pennsylvania, and so on. Additional evidence that this was a Mercenary Conflict and not technically a "war" at all, lies in the fact that it was never declared as a war by any Congress, and no Peace Treaty ending it was ever issued until now, by direct action of the actual Several States, 156 years later.

The politicians and soldiers responsible for the Civil War debacle never fully or honestly disclosed the circumstance to the American Public, and in fact made deliberate efforts to obscure and not disclose the actual nature of the conflict and its results. This dereliction of duty and Breach of Trust left the actual government unaware of the situation and unable to address it. This in turn allowed the same guilty politicians and military commanders to usurp power on an "emergency basis".

They have created and maintained a constant "emergency" of one kind or another ever since.

The land and soil jurisdictions and their political subunits have endured for over a century and a half of armed occupation by their own subcontracted military forces, which have continued to operate under the directions provided by Abraham Lincoln, acting in his role as Commander-in-Chief, who issued his first Executive Order, General Order 100, also known as the Lieber Code, the day before he bankrupted the Northern Confederation of States of States in March of 1863.

Thus, the foreign British Territorial Subcontractors in receipt of The Constitution of the United States of America contract, passed themselves off as The United States of America, and using this pretense and impersonation set up a Scottish Commercial Corporation calling itself "The United States of America" ---Incorporated, in 1868, as a means to access our credit.

This American Raj has remained secretly in place ever since, helping itself to our credit, illegally confiscating American assets, terrorizing their Employers, and colluding with other Municipal Corporations also owned and operated by the Pope to continue to wage perpetual mercenary war on our shores.
The Lawful Persons who are the American Principals upholding the Federal Constitutions began the effort to enforce the Guarantees owed to them and to the living people of this country in April of 1998.

The Federation States that are members of The United States of America have been summoned into Session and as Americans respond and join their State Assemblies, they naturally populate the land jurisdiction Counties as State Citizens, and the soil jurisdiction counties of the Union States as American State Nationals.

The entire circumstance leaves many questions to be answered.

When, for example, did the original version of "the United States" presented by the States of America as their instrumentality and signatory on many early treaties split into the American entity known as The United States and the Papist Municipal Government which retained the original name and continues to operate as "the United States", even though it is not the same organization and isn't a Principal Signatory on those treaties? (Answer: the split and change came about as part of the Peace Process settling The War of Independence.)

When the Federal Republic ceased to operate as a result of the collapse of the Confederation in 1861, what happened to all the Powers delegated to it? (Answer, by Operation of Law, they returned to the Delegator, The United States of America, but the British Territorial Government illegally and immorally usurped against its Employers and impersonated the American Confederation by substituting its own foreign State-of-State organizations for the American State-of-State organizations ruined and bankrupted in the Civil War.)

Is the States of America still operational today, now that the American State Nationals are returning to the soil jurisdiction through the open door provided by The United States of America and their State Assemblies? (Answer: yes, so long as the people properly declare and record their birthright political status.)

Do the Union States still exist? (Answer: yes, they still hold the soil jurisdiction of this country and have never been totally vacated and never succumbed to exclusive legislative domination by any foreign power.)

Enough Americans have stayed awake through the long decades of false military occupation by their own troops to see a new day, but we must now come together, understand our tangled history, and unite under one banner.

That banner as a matter of logic must be carried by The United States of America, our unincorporated Federation of States.

Why not the Union States and the States of America?

Part of the reason is where we find ourselves as we awaken from our long somnolence --- that is, trafficked out into the middle of the High Seas by our
erstwhile British Territorial Employees, and left adrift in the international jurisdiction of the sea.

The only connection between the international jurisdiction of the sea and the soil jurisdiction of the Union States is the international jurisdiction of the land held by The United States of America. It's a "you can't get there from here" proposition otherwise.

Additionally, as noted, all the Delegated Powers that "returned" to the Delegator as a result of the Civil War, returned to The United States of America, which was the conduit for the delegation of powers in the first place and because --- and this is vital to know --- all the powers ever delegated exist only in international and global jurisdictions.

The delegated powers have nothing to do with the jurisdiction of the soil held by the States of America, which long ago separated itself off from the hurly-burly of the rest of the world. This is not to say that the powers vested in The United States of America do not ultimately belong to the States of America --- they do, but until such time as the Union States are repopulated, organized, educated, and enabled to make other choices, we follow the template provided by our Forefathers and aim to finish the Reconstruction that was begun in 1865.

With America firmly in American hands again, the rest of the world can live in peace, and so can we.

There is one other reason why The United States of America must be the one to carry the national banner forward. When the States of America withdrew to the soil jurisdiction, it left The United States of America to guard the door, and left the international functions in our care, including the Great Seals and the flags of both war and peace, by which our nation is identified among the other nations of the world. Though these emblems belong to the States of America, their exercise and ownership has long been entrusted to The United States of America, for our use in the exercise of our Public Duties.

It was The United States of America that set aside one particular size and proportion of our flags for the use of our Territorial and Municipal Subcontractors --- the so-called Title IV flag, which is the standard issue flag used by these Subcontractors in the exercise of their delegated powers. It still belongs to The United States of America and ultimately to the States of America, and regardless of any "loss" of the Title IV flag by our run amok Subcontractors, it still belongs to us. Possession by pirates and devils does not change ownership.

In the recent claims process that has gone on over the last twenty years, the Public Records provided to the world verify that The United States of America responded timely and has acted properly and in accord with the Public Law in all of its international dealings. Those same Public Records show that The United States of America has honored the interests of the States of America and has
properly assigned them according to the last instructions given to us by the people of this country.

We can do no more until that day when the Union States are again properly declared and repopulated and a Continental Congress is convened. Meantime, our duty and the obligation of all our Treaty Partners and Allies, remains clear. We represent the people of the States of America in the international and global venues and wield the powers of State for their protection and benefit. All the delegated powers have returned to us by Operation of Law. We have accepted them. We are here, peacefully doing our Public Duty, and nobody on this planet has any cause to object or interfere or protest any lack of standing on our parts. We are properly declared, organized, and have our provenance in hand. The High Courts of the world can directly observe this for themselves and examine the records to their heart’s delight; the Vatican Chancery Court has already admitted that we have standing.

We ask the High Courts to issue immediate mandatory permanent protective injunctions in favor of the States of America and The United States of America, and all those living people and Lawful Persons standing under the protection of the Public Law.

We ask the High Courts to order the immediate liquidation of all corporations including the National Institutes of Health, the Centers for Disease Control, Pfizer, Moderna, Johnson and Johnson, the Pirbright Institute, Wellcome Foundation, World Health Organization, World Bank and others who have conspired to wage war against the living people of this planet, and we ask for the permanent liquidation of the British Crown Corporation and SERCO, INC., both of which have been fundamentally responsible for these atrocities let loose upon mankind.

We ask the High Courts to order the arrest of those persons responsible for the lawless misdirection of these corporations and ask that they be prosecuted under the Public Law and never again allowed any privilege to incorporate any other corporation or charter any corporate entity at all.

We ask the High Courts to dispense with inferior claims and Inferior Claimants in these matters; we have already submitted our Position Paper regarding Indigenous Land Claims seeking to overturn the established land grants and patents owed to all Americans, and we have already submitted our objections to the claims made by Russell J. Gould, a would-be pirate, and finally, we have by this testimony overturned any possible claim brought by Keith Livingway and the Reign of the Heavens Society based on The Articles of Confederation and a repeated attempt to set up a foreign corporation operated in our name as "The United States of America, Incorporated".

It is obvious from the foregoing information that the entity created by The Articles of Confederation was a business organization that is well and truly defunct, and all of its State-of-State members are also defunct. New American State-of-State organizations will no doubt be created in the course of Reconstruction, and the
original Articles of Confederation may at that time and to some extent be used as a template to form a new Confederation, but that work remains for the actual Union States to do, and cannot be done without recourse through The United States of America and a proper reclamation process.

It is also obvious that anyone attempting to set up a commercial corporation called "The United States of America, Incorporated" under the auspices of a foreign government is attempting to impersonate us and access our assets and credit, in the same way that any identity thief does.

We call upon the High Courts for injunctive relief from all such claims and infringements upon our Good Names.

Additionally, we give our Testimony to the facts established in the British Court System in the JAH v. Regina case, and we claim as an Interested Party, that Queen Elizabeth II vacated her Coronation Oath and her Coronation Office within three days of the Public Covenant Ceremony, and we assert in the Hearing of the High Courts that the land and soil jurisdiction of the British Union and its Territories has been vacated ever since.

That is, the actual British Government has been as absent and in interregnum as the American Government has ever been, and we note that the actual Public Law and Custom has been applied there, too.

In the absence of the Queen, the vacated land and soil jurisdiction is left in the care and under the control of the Hereditary Lord High Steward, Earl of Shrewsbury, Ivan Talbot, who has asserted his birthright and entered upon his Offices to protect the British Homelands and Territories from False Claims on Abandonment.

We ask the High Courts to similarly extend an immediate mandatory permanent protective injunction in favor of the people of England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, Isle of Man, Orkney, Hebrides, Jersey, and other outlying islands and all British-held Protectorates including Commonwealths and Territories.

As living beings we must take the means open to us to defend against the onslaughts of incorporated entities gone wild, and use those means of discipline that exist for our protection against the nameless, faceless, unfeeling, and amoral business enterprises that have been allowed to create such misery and chaos as the present circumstance demonstrates.
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The United States of America
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